Frequency dependence in scotopic flicker sensitivity.
Sensitivity to rod-mediated (scotopic) flicker was parametrically studied in the parafoveal retina of human observers. Confirming prior studies, the present results show that sensitivity to scotopic flicker has many similarities to that at photopic levels. Specifically, our results show that the frequency response function for scotopic flicker is characterized by both low- and high-frequency cutoffs and that sensitivity to low frequencies is described by Weber's law. Overall, however, scotopic flicker sensitivity is characterized by higher increment thresholds and lower frequency tuning than photopic flicker. The influences of spatial factors and the prevailing level of illuminance on sensitivity is sufficiently different for relatively low (less than 3 Hz) and relatively high (greater than 5 Hz) temporal frequencies to suggest that they may be mediated by different channels. This possibility is also suggested by selective adaptation experiments. These show that adaptation to flicker frequencies of 3, 5, and 7 Hz have a similar influence on sensitivity to subsequent flicker which is different from the influence on 1 Hz flicker adaptation. Results are compared with prior evidence for channeling within both the scotopic and photopic visual systems.